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The Lofi A Web3 Platform aims to build and provide various 
service platforms, including the dating platform Lofi, with 
the goal of [Love to Earn], mining in all daily life.

W H I T E P A P E R

A Web3 Platform The Lofi network is built on ERC-20 based on Etherium. In a situation where various chains such as Ethereum 
and Etherium are emerging depending on the blockchain ecosystem, the Lofi protocol has different values and 
limitations in the decentralized system, so the value required for each industry characteristic In order to build a 
platform compatible with various environments by introducing Chain Bridge technology to configure the 
network according to the value, we introduced Chain Bridge using the ERC-20 protocol of Etherium. Etherium 
is a parallel blockchain capable of using Smart Contracts on Etherium that provides a platform for 
decentralized applications (DApps). Although Etherium provides high throughput for cryptocurrency 
transactions, it lacks programmability, but it was developed to compensate for this. Launched to provide a 
high-speed, low-cost alternative to the fast-growing Decentralized Finance (DeFi) market struggling with 
Ethereum’s high transaction fees, Etherium provides cross-chain asset transfer, EVM compatibility and 
scalability. It boasts a proof-of-stake protocol to guarantee.

Due to the inherent limitations of the blockchain system, Lofi improved the existing inflexible transaction 
environment and developed as a blockchain that runs in parallel with Etherium, improving the Smart Contract 
function and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). have a feature. It is not a typical layer 2 or 
off-chain scaling solution, but an independent blockchain that can work offline. As described above, it is 
supported by the rich tools and Dapps of the Ethereum ecosystem, and is designed to work with applications 
such as MetaMask. Also, by leveraging ERC-20, we are focusing on the easy distribution of key tokens that can 
be used within the Lofi ecosystem on various platforms across the DeFi protocol.

The Lofi platform does not have a central center to manage information and distributes and shares the 
ecosystem participation records of all participants in the blockchain network, and the data based on the 
blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:



Due to the influence of Corona 19, the penetration rate of smart devices is increasing due to the 
non-face-to-face culture, and the scope of the dating service is expanding from offline to online. Online 
dating is developing into a new market called social dating or blind date applications. Unlike the existing blind 
date, which was conducted through the introduction of others, it has the feature of being able to be introduced 
to a variety of opponents easily through the app itself, so it has recently been spotlighted by the MZ generation. 
Corona 19 is influencing politics, economy, society, culture, as well as ‘love’ and ‘love’ methods, which is 
attracting attention from various academic circles. Even with the epidemic of Corona 19, young men and 
women have no choice but to keep meeting in some way, and it is analyzed that the number of people using 
dating apps is increasing because offline blind dates or instant meetings are not available. In fact, just as 
consumers around the world spent about 3.3 trillion won on dating apps and recorded 560 million downloads, 
Corona 19 has brought a new way of love called 'LAN dating'. In other words, the proliferation of smartphones 
is creating changes in the dating market, and online dating channels, which used to be the mainstream 
introduction of acquaintances in the past, are now taking over, and the negative perception of dating apps is 
improving as they become the mainstream of the millennial consumer class.

However, personal information damage, crime, and various side effects caused by short-term growth in dating 
apps are occurring as problems for users and market growth. The perception that there are many people who 
use dating apps for unhealthy purposes by recognizing it as a service that is not decent even with social 
casting, and for the purpose of generating revenue for ignorant dating app operators, enter false profiles or use 
'bots' or 'part-timers' these types of sales methods are mass-producing victims, such as filling the insufficient 
user pool by using such information, leading to an atmosphere as if a meeting will be accomplished by using 
such false information, and inducing billing..

Accordingly, Lofi intends to build an objective and transparent dating app market using block chains, build a 
safe and reliable next-generation dating app environment for verified users, and improve the problems of the 
existing dating app market. The Lofi project, which will open a new paradigm in the dating app market for 
which there is currently no user protection policy, provides various services according to the direction and 
trend of blockchain development, builds an ecosystem for users participating in the ecosystem, and We plan to 
make it possible to receive various services and benefits using Lolo tokens, which are used to participate in the 
ecosystem and utilize services.
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The proliferation of smartphones enables meeting new people
through not only web pages but also mobile apps

ONLINE DATING
Making a date online 

The Lofi network is built on ERC-20 based on Etherium. In a situation where various chains such as Ethereum 
and Etherium are emerging depending on the blockchain ecosystem, the Lofi protocol has different values and 
limitations in the decentralized system, so the value required for each industry characteristic In order to build a 
platform compatible with various environments by introducing Chain Bridge technology to configure the 
network according to the value, we introduced Chain Bridge using the ERC-20 protocol of Etherium. Etherium 
is a parallel blockchain capable of using Smart Contracts on Etherium that provides a platform for 
decentralized applications (DApps). Although Etherium provides high throughput for cryptocurrency 
transactions, it lacks programmability, but it was developed to compensate for this. Launched to provide a 
high-speed, low-cost alternative to the fast-growing Decentralized Finance (DeFi) market struggling with 
Ethereum’s high transaction fees, Etherium provides cross-chain asset transfer, EVM compatibility and 
scalability. It boasts a proof-of-stake protocol to guarantee.

Due to the inherent limitations of the blockchain system, Lofi improved the existing inflexible transaction 
environment and developed as a blockchain that runs in parallel with Etherium, improving the Smart Contract 
function and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). have a feature. It is not a typical layer 2 or 
off-chain scaling solution, but an independent blockchain that can work offline. As described above, it is 
supported by the rich tools and Dapps of the Ethereum ecosystem, and is designed to work with applications 
such as MetaMask. Also, by leveraging ERC-20, we are focusing on the easy distribution of key tokens that can 
be used within the Lofi ecosystem on various platforms across the DeFi protocol.

The Lofi platform does not have a central center to manage information and distributes and shares the 
ecosystem participation records of all participants in the blockchain network, and the data based on the 
blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:



2.
Market Trend
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The dating app market, which arranges heterosexual encounters through digital devices, is rapidly growing. 
Since the spread of the novel coronavirus infection (COVID-19), face-to-face contact has decreased, and, 
conversely, the use of dating apps has increased significantly. According to a survey by a mobile device 
analytics company, the dating app market grew 15% year-over-year to $3 billion last year in terms of user 
spend. In dating apps, user spending is a very important indicator because users delete the app after meeting. 
It was found that users of dating apps used service fees to utilize additional features provided by the 
application, such as additional meetings or the ability to check the person who is interested in them.
The place with the highest number of users was Tinder, a US match group that acquired HyperConnect, a 
domestic startup for about 1.9 trillion won, and ranked 5th in Korea and 8th in China. It is active in the top 10 app 
usage rankings.
It was followed by the New York Stock Exchange-listed Bumble, which emerged as a dating app independently 
created by Tinder co-founder Whitney Wolf Heard in 2014. Through this listing on the New York Stock 
Exchange, Whitney became an issue as he became a wealthy man with a stock value of 1.67 trillion won.

In the domestic market, about 83 billion won was spent on dating apps, and Wippy was the most used app in 
Korea, followed by Glam, Simkung, and NoonDate.

As for the average monthly number of users, Tinder, Baddo, and Bumble ranked 1st to 3rd in the global rankings.
When users asked why they use the online dating service, the most common reason was that they did not have 
to ask around because they could choose a variety of people to introduce themselves to. The reason for using 
it was stated.
As for user gender, males were 84.7% and females 15.2%, which was significantly higher than males compared 
to females. The app with the highest percentage of male users is the app that features neighborhood friend 
making, heartbeat, attendance check, and missions. Soft blind date and love letter blind date appeared, and 
the applications with the highest percentage of female users were Diamond Match, which can be used only 
when a profile and ability are verified, Christian Dating, which can be used only when a Christian is verified, and 
Sky People. The age of using dating apps is over 70% in their 20s and 30s, and the preferred dating apps by 

Online Dating Market Trends

generation are also voice-based blind date Listen and Tinder in their 20s, Gold Spoon, Sky People, Dia Match, 
middle-aged singles in their 40s and older, Bulting, a famous chatting app, and using Milky Way Coffee Shop 
were found to have different preferred dating apps.
In particular, the MZ generation tends to dislike burdensome relationships, and there are many people who are 
wary of marriage as well as dating. It also turned out to be a problem to be taken care of. However, even if blind 
date is burdensome, I cannot live without meeting someone for the rest of my life, so I started using the media 
to expand opportunities for meeting. This may be the reason why dating apps that create relationships in 
cyberspace are so popular.
Existing dating apps show a characteristic that usage increases rapidly before February 14th, which is 
Valentine's Day, and then decreases. Through this, the dating app industry has successfully established itself in 
the face of COVID-19, and users' related spending is expected to increase in the future. As such, as 
demographic structure and values change, experts are analyzing that there is a possibility that dating apps will 
become mainstream in the mid- to long-term.

The Lofi network is built on ERC-20 based on Etherium. In a situation where various chains such as Ethereum 
and Etherium are emerging depending on the blockchain ecosystem, the Lofi protocol has different values and 
limitations in the decentralized system, so the value required for each industry characteristic In order to build a 
platform compatible with various environments by introducing Chain Bridge technology to configure the 
network according to the value, we introduced Chain Bridge using the ERC-20 protocol of Etherium. Etherium 
is a parallel blockchain capable of using Smart Contracts on Etherium that provides a platform for 
decentralized applications (DApps). Although Etherium provides high throughput for cryptocurrency 
transactions, it lacks programmability, but it was developed to compensate for this. Launched to provide a 
high-speed, low-cost alternative to the fast-growing Decentralized Finance (DeFi) market struggling with 
Ethereum’s high transaction fees, Etherium provides cross-chain asset transfer, EVM compatibility and 
scalability. It boasts a proof-of-stake protocol to guarantee.

Due to the inherent limitations of the blockchain system, Lofi improved the existing inflexible transaction 
environment and developed as a blockchain that runs in parallel with Etherium, improving the Smart Contract 
function and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). have a feature. It is not a typical layer 2 or 
off-chain scaling solution, but an independent blockchain that can work offline. As described above, it is 
supported by the rich tools and Dapps of the Ethereum ecosystem, and is designed to work with applications 
such as MetaMask. Also, by leveraging ERC-20, we are focusing on the easy distribution of key tokens that can 
be used within the Lofi ecosystem on various platforms across the DeFi protocol.

The Lofi platform does not have a central center to manage information and distributes and shares the 
ecosystem participation records of all participants in the blockchain network, and the data based on the 
blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:
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The Lofi network is built on ERC-20 based on Etherium. In a situation where various chains such as Ethereum 
and Etherium are emerging depending on the blockchain ecosystem, the Lofi protocol has different values and 
limitations in the decentralized system, so the value required for each industry characteristic In order to build a 
platform compatible with various environments by introducing Chain Bridge technology to configure the 
network according to the value, we introduced Chain Bridge using the ERC-20 protocol of Etherium. Etherium 
is a parallel blockchain capable of using Smart Contracts on Etherium that provides a platform for 
decentralized applications (DApps). Although Etherium provides high throughput for cryptocurrency 
transactions, it lacks programmability, but it was developed to compensate for this. Launched to provide a 
high-speed, low-cost alternative to the fast-growing Decentralized Finance (DeFi) market struggling with 
Ethereum’s high transaction fees, Etherium provides cross-chain asset transfer, EVM compatibility and 
scalability. It boasts a proof-of-stake protocol to guarantee.

Due to the inherent limitations of the blockchain system, Lofi improved the existing inflexible transaction 
environment and developed as a blockchain that runs in parallel with Etherium, improving the Smart Contract 
function and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). have a feature. It is not a typical layer 2 or 
off-chain scaling solution, but an independent blockchain that can work offline. As described above, it is 
supported by the rich tools and Dapps of the Ethereum ecosystem, and is designed to work with applications 
such as MetaMask. Also, by leveraging ERC-20, we are focusing on the easy distribution of key tokens that can 
be used within the Lofi ecosystem on various platforms across the DeFi protocol.

The Lofi platform does not have a central center to manage information and distributes and shares the 
ecosystem participation records of all participants in the blockchain network, and the data based on the 
blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:
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(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
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LOFI achieves around 3 second 
block time through 

proof-of-stake consensus 
algorithm. To be more precise, 
using Proof of Staked Authority 
(PoSA), participants can stake 
to become validators. If they 

present a valid block, they will 
be paid a transaction fee 

included in the transaction. 

Agreement

Lofi is independent of existing 
block chains and is composed 

of a system to complement it. A 
dual-chain structure is used, 

allowing users to freely transfer 
assets between each 

blockchain. This will allow you to 
build and utilize powerful 

decentralized apps on Lofi’s 
ERC while using fast trading 

features on the Lofi chain. This 
interoperability allows users to 
experience a broad ecosystem 

with numerous use cases.

This greatly expands the 
usability of the existing chain 

and incorporates various 
modern protocols to bridge the 

gap between multiple 
blockchains. We aim to 

establish a steady development 
direction in order to develop the 

application and use 
environment of Lofi's ecosystem 

platform, which will build and 
expand powerful decentralized 

applications.

Cross-chain
compatible



Lofi is a blockchain project to build a next-generation blind date app ecosystem, which was developed with 
the goal of establishing a transparent and stable environment. Depending on the progress, you can receive 
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dedicated platform, and it was built as a platform that can utilize the service through the NFT issued by itself. 
Lofi, which has built an ecosystem by combining NFT and blind dating apps, is given a grade by card, and 
matching and access rights are provided by grade. Lofi, the next-generation blind date app, utilizes the latest 
block chain technology to utilize strong security functions, solve the problems of personal information leakage 
and unreasonable billing structure, which are major problems in the existing blind date app market, and 
Rewards are provided through their participation in the ecosystem, leading to a virtuous cycle that contributes 
to the ecosystem. In the future, Lofi will not end as a simple blind date platform through collaboration with 
various businesses, but will become a platform that provides various benefits through ecosystem participation, 
thereby improving the negative image of existing blind date apps, we want to establish ourselves as a platform 
that can catch everything.
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blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:
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scalability. It boasts a proof-of-stake protocol to guarantee.

Due to the inherent limitations of the blockchain system, Lofi improved the existing inflexible transaction 
environment and developed as a blockchain that runs in parallel with Etherium, improving the Smart Contract 
function and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). have a feature. It is not a typical layer 2 or 
off-chain scaling solution, but an independent blockchain that can work offline. As described above, it is 
supported by the rich tools and Dapps of the Ethereum ecosystem, and is designed to work with applications 
such as MetaMask. Also, by leveraging ERC-20, we are focusing on the easy distribution of key tokens that can 
be used within the Lofi ecosystem on various platforms across the DeFi protocol.

The Lofi platform does not have a central center to manage information and distributes and shares the 
ecosystem participation records of all participants in the blockchain network, and the data based on the 
blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:

Lofi [Love Finding] App
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The Lofi platform ecosystem can participate by using the Lofi 
application. Through the mobile application that supports Android and 
iOS, it is possible to participate in the ecosystem in the process of performing 
missions prepared by Lofi such as blind date function as well as attendance check. You 
can also receive rewards for participating and contributing to the ecosystem. In the future, 
according to the direction of Lofi's business, we plan to develop a platform that can provide benefits beyond 
the existing blind date application by conducting promotions and discounts on product purchases through 
linkage with companies that are conducting partnerships and collaborations. no see. By providing an objective 
and transparent ecosystem using blockchain, we aim to solve the problems of fake accounts and unauthorized 
users, which are problems in the existing market, and to arrange safe and reliable meetings.

LOFI NFT
Users participating in the Lofi platform ecosystem can use the service by using NFT to utilize the blind date 
service. NFT rewards can be purchased with Lolo tokens or paid for ecosystem participation rewards and 
events. Lofi NFT is divided into 3 levels, and various services can be used depending on the level.
LoFi's NFT can be changed to a higher grade with a certain probability by synthesizing low grades, and users 
can trade with each other in the In-app Market within the Lofi platform. You can also earn Lolo tokens by selling 
rare-grade Lofi NFTs on the In-app Market.

Sweet Heart Cool Mate Charming Bursting



The Lofi network is built on ERC-20 based on Etherium. In a situation where various chains such as Ethereum 
and Etherium are emerging depending on the blockchain ecosystem, the Lofi protocol has different values and 
limitations in the decentralized system, so the value required for each industry characteristic In order to build a 
platform compatible with various environments by introducing Chain Bridge technology to configure the 
network according to the value, we introduced Chain Bridge using the ERC-20 protocol of Etherium. Etherium 
is a parallel blockchain capable of using Smart Contracts on Etherium that provides a platform for 
decentralized applications (DApps). Although Etherium provides high throughput for cryptocurrency 
transactions, it lacks programmability, but it was developed to compensate for this. Launched to provide a 
high-speed, low-cost alternative to the fast-growing Decentralized Finance (DeFi) market struggling with 
Ethereum’s high transaction fees, Etherium provides cross-chain asset transfer, EVM compatibility and 
scalability. It boasts a proof-of-stake protocol to guarantee.

Due to the inherent limitations of the blockchain system, Lofi improved the existing inflexible transaction 
environment and developed as a blockchain that runs in parallel with Etherium, improving the Smart Contract 
function and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). have a feature. It is not a typical layer 2 or 
off-chain scaling solution, but an independent blockchain that can work offline. As described above, it is 
supported by the rich tools and Dapps of the Ethereum ecosystem, and is designed to work with applications 
such as MetaMask. Also, by leveraging ERC-20, we are focusing on the easy distribution of key tokens that can 
be used within the Lofi ecosystem on various platforms across the DeFi protocol.

The Lofi platform does not have a central center to manage information and distributes and shares the 
ecosystem participation records of all participants in the blockchain network, and the data based on the 
blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:
is a “Super likes mintable NFT”.  If you have LOFI NFT, you can exchange your super likes into USDT and LOLO 

Staking Your super likes

Minting Super likes
For example: You have 100 super likes and , you can mint daily like this:

*You only can change from Exchange mode to Staking 
mode (or Switch Stake/Unstake) once per day. 

*You can collapse normal NFT + Bursting for maximize 
Staking rate. Up to 12%
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New way to GET MONEY from your VISUAL - Minting SUPER LIKE!
LOFI NFT

Sweet heart

Cool mate

Charming

Bursting

01

02

03

04

XXX

XXX

XXX

Earn by Burning

3%

5%

7%

1 ~ 5%

Price(USDT) % mintable for a day NFT name

1

2

3

4

1 : 1

1 : 1

1 : 1

1 : 15

100

95

90.2

85.7

5

4.8

4.5

4.9

5%

5%

5%

5%

Exchange rate DailyMintable rateSuper likes volume mintable USDTDay

When you own at least All 3 NFTs, you can burn it and mine a random Bursting NFT.

When you have Bursting NFT, you can collaborate with LOFI NFT to Boost Daily Exchange Rate or Staking rate
Example: Sweet Heart + 5% Bursting NFT : 10% rate

Sweet heart +
Cool mate + Charming 80% 70% 60% 50% 40%

1% NFT
Mining success rate 

2% NFT
Mining success rate 

3% NFT
Mining success rate 

4% NFT
Mining success rate 

5% NFT
Mining success rate Collaboration

Mining success rate and percentage bonus

BURSTING NFT

Sweet HeartSweet Heart 3%

CharmingCharming 7%

Cool mateCool mate 5%

BurstingBursting 1~5%



The Lofi network is built on ERC-20 based on Etherium. In a situation where various chains such as Ethereum 
and Etherium are emerging depending on the blockchain ecosystem, the Lofi protocol has different values and 
limitations in the decentralized system, so the value required for each industry characteristic In order to build a 
platform compatible with various environments by introducing Chain Bridge technology to configure the 
network according to the value, we introduced Chain Bridge using the ERC-20 protocol of Etherium. Etherium 
is a parallel blockchain capable of using Smart Contracts on Etherium that provides a platform for 
decentralized applications (DApps). Although Etherium provides high throughput for cryptocurrency 
transactions, it lacks programmability, but it was developed to compensate for this. Launched to provide a 
high-speed, low-cost alternative to the fast-growing Decentralized Finance (DeFi) market struggling with 
Ethereum’s high transaction fees, Etherium provides cross-chain asset transfer, EVM compatibility and 
scalability. It boasts a proof-of-stake protocol to guarantee.

Due to the inherent limitations of the blockchain system, Lofi improved the existing inflexible transaction 
environment and developed as a blockchain that runs in parallel with Etherium, improving the Smart Contract 
function and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). have a feature. It is not a typical layer 2 or 
off-chain scaling solution, but an independent blockchain that can work offline. As described above, it is 
supported by the rich tools and Dapps of the Ethereum ecosystem, and is designed to work with applications 
such as MetaMask. Also, by leveraging ERC-20, we are focusing on the easy distribution of key tokens that can 
be used within the Lofi ecosystem on various platforms across the DeFi protocol.

The Lofi platform does not have a central center to manage information and distributes and shares the 
ecosystem participation records of all participants in the blockchain network, and the data based on the 
blockchain is difficult to forge or falsify through hacking. The contents of the recorded blockchain data are 
converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form. can be checked immediately, and since the data is 
managed in a hash tree structure, it is built with a structure that identifies which contents are changed at which 
location.
The Lofi platform protocol is characterized by high energy efficiency using a Proof-of-Staked-Authority 

(PoSa) consensus algorithm. The protocol essentially stakes a certain number of tokens for network validators 
to participate, and validators are rewarded with the fees they earn for every verified transaction. The Etherium 
and Polygon system allows users to quickly transfer on Etherium while using the Smart Contract feature within 
the same user interface. ERC powered by ERC-20 tokens is token chain compatible, allowing easy exchange.

The features provided by the protocol of the Lofi platform are as follows:
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In order to break the unreasonable structure of charging each action like the existing blind date apps, the Lofi 
platform is structured so that the service can be used in monthly units. You can sign up for membership by using 
the lolo tokens you have for each service level, and it was developed to utilize related services through the 
following membership packages.
Lofi platform is originally designed toward women, put the power in women's hands and give them all decision 
- making right to choose whether to connect with potential partners. For this reason, we intentionally divide 
the packages into two groups, one dedicated for women and one for men and other genders. The membership 
packages are explained as below

LOFI MEMBERSHIP

Show people on same country (MVP1)

50 likes (Swipe)/ day (MVP1)

Send message before matching 2 people/week(MVP1)

Like unlimited, LIKE= SWIPE (MVP1)

Rewind (free to rewind) (MVP1)

Can access and like profile from all country (MVP1)

Send message before matching (MVP1)

Can check people who like me (MVP1)

Super like

Advance filter (MVP2)

Travel Mode (MVP1)

Unlimited Extends (MVP2)

Spotlight (MVP1)

Incogito Mode (MPV2)

Unlimited Rematch (MVP2)

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

Basic Plus Gold PlatinumFemale Package

3 times/ week 5 times/ week

20 people/ week15 people/ week10 people/ week

3 times/ week 5 times/ week

Conditions for participating in mint superlike program
1.  Have more than 10 super likes
2. Own at least 1 LOFI NFT
3. Login at least once per day
4. Swipe left/right at least 5/7/10 times per day
       Mission must be completed if mission items are not achieved to start mining the next day Minimum mining and staking (interest)

Recharge Energy for LOFI NFT
When you minted all the daily limit of LOFI NFT, you can charge Energy for NFT to get limit again.
Charging fee details:  Sweet Heart: 10 LOLO   |    Cool Mate: 20 LOLO
   Charming: 30 LOLO        |    Bursting: 40 LOLO
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Show people on same country (MVP1)

50 likes (Swipe)/ day) (MVP1)

Like unlimited (MVP1)

Rewind (free to rewind) (MVP1)

Can access and like profile from all country (MVP1)

Can check people who like me (MVP1)

Super like

Advance filter (MVP2)

Travel Mode (MVP1)

Unlimited Extends (MVP2)

Spotlight (MVP1)

Incogito Mode (MVP2)

Unlimited Rematch (MVP2)

Send message before matching (MVP1)

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

Basic Plus Gold VIPMale & Others Package

3 times/ week 5 times/ week

3 times/ week 5 times/ week

5 people/ week

LOFI MEMBERSHIP



Token purchases
In order to use the services provided by the Lofi platform, users can purchase tokens either directly from the 
Lofi platform itself or through an exchange where lolo tokens are listed.

Service utilization
The use of services provided on the Lofi platform can be provided through NFT as well as lolo tokens. Various 
services are provided for each grade of NFT.

Compensation
Users participating in the Lofi ecosystem will receive lolo tokens or NFTs as a reward through missions prepared 
by the Lofi Foundation and partnership (ex. attendance check, etc.). Tokens and NFTs provided as rewards are 
burned when used through service use, which provides a virtuous cycle structure by preserving the value of lolo 
tokens and NFTs and securing liquidity.

Lofi
A Web3 Platform

Exchange

User

Key Currency

lolo

Lofi
A Web3 PlatformUser

Payment (lolo or NFT)

Service

Lofi
A Web3 PlatformUser

Join Ecosystem

Reward (lolo or NFT)
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4-4 Utility



Lofi
A Web3 PlatformUser

Payment (lolo)

NFT

Lofi
A Web3 Platform

User User B

Payment (lolo)
Sell NFT

Revenue (lolo)

ExchangeLofi
A Web3 Platform User

lolo

lolo

Profit

Exchange / Trade
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4-4 Utility

NFT purchases
NFTs that can be used on the Lofi platform can be acquired as rewards for participating in the In-app Market 
and ecosystem provided within the Lofi platform. Users who wish to purchase NFTs through the In-app Market 
can purchase NFTs by utilizing the lolo tokens obtained as a purchase or as a reward. In addition to Lofi's 
original NFT, various limited NFTs will be provided through future business expansion.

NFT trade
Lofi platform users can acquire lolo tokens using NFT. Existing NFTs can be sold through the Market Place within 
the Lofi Platform, and the transaction proceeds when other users purchase them with lolo tokens. A portion of 
the fee generated from this transaction will be deposited in the reward pool for a virtuous ecosystem structure, 
and these deposited lolo tokens will be used for ecosystem participation rewards, etc.

Leverage crytocurrency exchange
Ecosystem participants holding Lolo tokens can utilize the listed exchanges to manage additional investment 
operations. Through this, you can aim for additional revenue generation, and you can participate in the Lofi 
ecosystem again through the revenue secured.



5.
Token
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The issuance of Lolo is issued for the purpose of developing, trading, and participating in the ecosystem for 
information utilization to provide rewards in applications that can be used in the Lofi ecosystem, and to create 
an ecosystem for transparent recording and management of information. In addition, it will be used for 
marketing to expand the Lofi ecosystem, such as partnerships and cooperation with other businesses, listing 
and development of an independent blockchain network, maintenance, platform construction, and 
countermeasures against changes in market conditions.

5-1 Token Information

5-2 Distribution Information

type

symbolLofi

ERC-20 & Polygon Utility

lolo

decimal point1,000,000,000 8

-

Technology base

Token name

Total issuance

Token Address

Advisor

Reserve

Sale

Love to earn

Team

Marketing & Eco system

2.00%

5.00%

15.00%

38.00%

17.00%

23.00%

Tokenomy items            Percent Volume  Lock time

Love to earn

Marketing & Eco system

Sale

Team

Advisor

Reserve

38.00%

23.00%

15.00%

17.00%

2.00%

5%

380,000,000

230,000,000

150,000,000

170,000,000

20,000,000

50,000,000

After listing from M+0, monthly lockup release for 7 years

After listing from M+0, monthly lockup release for 7 years

After listing from M+0, monthly lockup release all

After listing from M+6, monthly lockup release for 5 years

After listing from M+3, monthly lockup release for 3 years

After listing from M+0, monthly lockup release for 7 years



6.
Team
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The team is behind LoFi and is encouraged to continue building it after a 
successful token launch. Teams, communities & investors have locked most 
of the allocated supply to match incentives.

PETER
VAN

KELVIN
NGUYEN

BLACK
NGUYEN

Tan Toan Nguyen

BLOCKCHAIN
LEADER

NGUYEN
TRAN

Tran Khanh Nguyen

SCRUM
MASTER

CTOCEO

Lecturer at
software

UIT
University

Lecturer at
AI and Blockchain

UIT
University



The Lofi platform aims to build and provide various service platforms, including the dating platform Lofi, with 
the goal of [Love to Earn], mining in all daily life.

7.
Roadmap
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Q1 Q2Q4

Q2 Q3

• Establisted LOFI project concept
• Established LOFI ecosystem

• Created LOFI policy
• Building a LOFI dating platform system
• LOLO token development

• LOLO token
development completed

2022 2022 2022

• LOFI full version global launch v1

• Start of listing on the
LOLO global exchange

• Start to sell Lolo token

• Start LOFI global marketing and 
build community

• Launching
LOFI officical global v2

• Launching
LOFI officical global v3

2022 2023

Q4Q3

• Organize the 1st Lofi date 
offline event (Vietnam)

• Establish LOFI web 
entertainment plan

• LOFI web entertainment production 
company contract

• LOLO Token Mainnet Conversion Plan

• Launching Lofi official global v4

2023 2023

2023

Q1



This document is provided for informational purposes only and is subject to change. The white paper is a 
description of the business plan and vision, and does not guarantee the business contents. The original 
language of the white paper was written in Korean, and in the case of a white paper in another language, there 
is a possibility of misinterpretation or omission in the course of translation. The Korean version of the white 
paper is the clearest than the translated versions, and we recommend final confirmation with the white paper 
written in Korean for accurate information delivery. Nothing in this document constitutes legal, financial, 
commercial, or tax advice. As Lolo is not a security and is not used for financial promotion, nothing in this 
document is intended to solicit or invite any investment activity. This document does not offer opinions as to 
whether you should participate in Lofi or whether you should buy Lolo, and should not be relied upon in any 
contract or purchase decision. Prior to making a purchase, participants should obtain all professional 
information, including tax and accounting, and understand their ability to hedge against the volatility of 
cryptocurrencies. Recognizing the inherent risks requires a comprehensive understanding of the current 
cryptocurrency market. You understand and agree that Lolo makes no representations or warranties, either 
express or implied, as to usability or price, and that there are no warranties or provisions that you will receive 
any benefit from Lolo. 

We shall not be liable for any loss or damage, direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise, any information 
contained in this document, and any current or subsequent notices about Lolo, shall not, whether at the time it 
arises, be liable for any profit or profit in any form. shall not be construed as a guarantee of Lofi shall not be 
liable for any damages incurred by any person or entity (agents, users, employees, insurers, attorneys, etc.). You 
should not acquire a Lolo for speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of a return on your 
investment.

Participants of Lofi acknowledge that this document is aware of the risks associated with cryptocurrency, such 
as large price volatility and the unique risks of the cryptocurrency market, and that financial loss may occur. 
You understand and acknowledge that these plans are subject to change and are subject to change. 
Depending on the progress of Lofi, the contents of this document and white paper may be changed or 
updated, and revised and updated versions may be posted before the final version is announced before the 
public sale date. We also acknowledge that Lofi does not guarantee the operating period, and may be 
suspended for various reasons, such as lack of awareness and investors of the platform, or lack of funds for 
platform development. It is acknowledged that the contents of this document should not be interpreted 
arbitrarily by the participant. As Lofi is not intended to constitute securities or other regulated products of any 
country or jurisdiction, this document does not constitute a prospectus or legal document, nor does it offer or 
solicit securities or regulated products of any country or jurisdiction. This document has not been reviewed by 
the regulatory authorities of any country or jurisdiction. Additionally, cryptocurrencies may be monitored or 
supervised by regulatory authorities in various jurisdictions. Lofi may receive inquiries, notices, warnings, 
requests or administrative actions from one or more authorities at uncertain times, or may be ordered to 
suspend or discontinue action relating to Lolo. This carries with it the uncertainty that it could seriously impede 
the future development of Lofi or ultimately end it. We make no representations or warranties as to the 
accuracy or completeness of any information, statements, opinions or other matters set forth herein.

8.
Disclaimer
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